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LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN (1770-1827)
Cello Sonata No. 5 in D major, Op. 102 No.2
I. Allegro con brio   7:00
II. Adagio con molto sentimento d‘affetto   9:11
III. Allegro – Allegro fugato   4:34
Lothar Broddack, piano
recording: February 25, 1964 • RIAS Funkhaus, Berlin – Studio 7

FELIX MENDELSSOHN (1809-1847)
Cello Sonata No. 2 in D major, Op. 58
I. Allegro assai vivace   8:17
II. Allegretto scherzando   5:58
III. Adagio   5:04
IV. Molto allegro e vivace   7:18
Lothar Broddack, piano
recording: February 25, 1964 • RIAS Funkhaus, Berlin – Studio 7

JOHANNES BRAHMS (1833-1897)
Cello Sonata No. 1 in E minor, Op. 38
I. Allegro non troppo   10:58
II. Allegretto quasi Menuetto   6:09
III. Allegro   7:01
Klaus Billing, piano
recording: February 13, 1949 • RIAS Funkhaus, Berlin – Studio 6

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH (1685-1750)
Cello Suite No. 6 in D major, BWV 1012
I. Prélude   5:40
II. Allemande   6:34
III. Courante   2:39
IV. Sarabande   4:53
V. Gavotte 1-II   3:41
VI. Gigue   4:05
recording: September 9, 1949 • RIAS Funkhaus, Berlin – Studio 6



GABRIEL FAURÉ (1845-1924)
Cello Sonata No. 2 in G minor, Op. 117
I. Allegro   6:18
II. Andante   7:52
III. Allegro vivo   4:45
Lothar Broddack, piano
recording: January 30, 1962 • RIAS Funkhaus, Berlin – Studio 7

Papillon in A major, Op. 77
Lothar Broddack, piano
recording: February 25, 1964 • RIAS Funkhaus, Berlin – Studio 7

NICCOLÒ PAGANINI (1782-1840) / LUIGI DI SILVA (1903-1961) 
Introduction and Variations on ‘Dal tuo stellato soglio’
from Rossini’s ‘Moses in Egypt’, MS 23, ‘Mose-Fantasia’
 

I. Introduzione. Adagio   3:36
II. Tema. Tempo alla Marcia   1:21
III. Variazioni 1   1:15
IV. Variazioni II. Rondò   1:03
V. Variazioni III – Finale   1:11
Lothar Broddack, piano
recording: February 25, 1964 • RIAS Funkhaus, Berlin – Studio 7

ROBERT SCHUMANN (1810-1856)
Fantasiestücke in A minor, Op. 73
I. Zart und mit Ausdruck   3:01
II. Lebhaft, leicht   3:31
III. Rasch und mit Feuer   4:21
Klaus Billing, piano
recording: February 12, 1949 • Kleistsaal, Berlin



ALFREDO CASELLA (1883-1947)
Cello Sonata No. 2 in C major, Op. 45
I. Preludio. Largo molto e sostenuto   9:48
II. Bourrée. Allegro molto vivace e scherzando   4:14
III. Largo   7:40
IV. Rondò. Allegro molto vivace, quasi Giga   4:36
Lothar Broddack, piano
recording: January 30, 1962 • RIAS Funkhaus, Berlin – Studio 7

ZOLTÁN KODÁLY (1882-1967)
Sonata for cello solo, Op. 8
I. Allegro maestoso ma appassionato   8:42
II. Adagio. Con grand’ espressione   10:58
III. Allegro molto vivace*   10:53
recording: February 12, 1949 • Kleistsaal, Berlin
          February 13, 1949 • RIAS Funkhaus, Berlin – Studio 6*

PAUL TORTELIER (1914-1990)
Trois P’tits tours
I. Lever de Rideau – L‘indifferent. Gavotte   3:40
II. Ballerine. Valse   3:06
III. Le Pitre. Burlesque – Baiser de Rideau   3:10
Klaus Billing, piano
recording: February 12, 1949 • Kleistsaal, Berlin



Paul Tortelier in Berlin – a career in stages

Paul Tortelier’s Berlin debut was ill-fated: the first of the two concerts billed for the Haus des Rundfunks, then the home of the Soviet controlled Berlin radio, 
which in January 1947 stood as an enclave in the British sector of the divided city, had to be cancelled: at a room temperature of two degrees Celsius, neither 
the musicians nor the audience wanted to stay in the hall. These were the early post-war years when Berlin suffered shortages of all the basics needed for 
everyday life: food, homes and fuel. The second concert, scheduled for the following day, Sunday 12 January, was able to go ahead as planned – the soloist, 
who was still unknown, was announced as a “master of the viola da gamba”. A novice, however, aged 33, he was not: his career, which was to last for nearly 
50 years, had already reached its first peak in the late 1940s. The fact that Tortelier had not appeared sooner in Germany was probably down to his political 
views which, based on the humanist mindset, encompassed his entire being as a human and a musician. His father, whose thinking was sympathetic to social-
ism, had had a formative influence on him and his humanist education.

It was by chance that Tortelier’s farewell from Berlin coincided with the fall of the Wall. At his final Berlin performance, on 29 November 1989, for his 
encore, he sang – as a homage to the historical moment – a song composed a few years previously, accompanying himself on the cello: May music save peace. 
The French cellist was not the only one to deliver such a gesture: his Soviet Russian colleague Mstislav Rostropovich had spontaneously travelled from Paris to 
Berlin on 10 November in order to play Bach at the now open Wall. And Pablo Casals, Tortelier’s great idol and another convinced humanist, had conducted 
his “Hymn for the United Nations” at the UN’s New York General Assembly hall in 1971.

Whilst his father passed on humanity and moral fibre to his son, his ambitious and strong-minded mother had, after hearing a cellist, decided on her son’s 
path in life even before he was born in March 1914. At the age of six, she sent him to his first teacher, Béatrice Bluhm, who, as Tortelier remembered later, 
played her instrument “side saddle”. Aged twelve he entered the Conser vatoire National de Musique, studying with Louis Feuillard; playing in cafés and 
accompanying silent films in cinemas brought him some income. As a student of Gérard Hekking he graduated, winning first prize in cello, in 1930, aged only 
sixteen. Two years later he accepted a post as deputy principal cello of the Orchestre Radio-Symphonique de Paris, whilst at the same time continuing his 
studies in composition and counterpoint with Jean and Noël Gallon. He graduated with another first prize, this time in harmony, which he shared with a fellow 
student, the composer Henri Dutilleux. In the meantime, he had made his debut at the Concerts Lamoureux in Paris on 14 November 1933, playing Édouard 
Lalo’s cello concerto, which he would continue to perform frequently. After an intermezzo in the opera orchestra at Monte Carlo, Tortelier moved to the 
US, where he joined the Boston Symphony Orchestra under Serge Koussevitzky for three years. There he also became acquainted with the music of Igor 
Stra vinsky and Paul Hindemith, whose works Koussevitzky programmed frequently during that time. The cello concerto of the German composer, who then 
lived in American exile, was given its first public performance by Gregor Piati gorsky in February 1941 in Boston; Kousse vitzky was the conductor. Tortelier 
was entrusted with the German premiere of the work – it must have made a deep impression on him as later on he performed it again and again, referring 
to Hindemith as the most significant composer of the twentieth century. (Even John Cage, whose aesthetic premises could not have been further apart from 
Tortelier’s, was awed by a performance of the Hindemith cello concerto.) After returning to Paris in 1940, Tortelier played with the Orchestre de la Société 
des Concerts du Conservatoire under the baton of its chief conductor Charles Munch, and a few years later was awarded the post of principal cello.
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unlike the Casadesus family and its most famous offspring Robert (although the Casadesus family produced several generations of musicians). All three children 
from his marriage with Maud became musicians; his son, Yan Pascal, born in 1947, forged a very successful career, initially as a violinist, later as a conductor, 
often accompanying his father. Maria de la Pau, the middle child, whose name unmistakeably pays tribute to Pablo Casals, is a pianist and conductor who 
accompanied her father in both capacities for numerous recordings. Pomone, the youngest, is a cellist, flautist and singer.

From 1947, Tortelier toured extensively, launching his international career. In 1950, at the bicentenary celebrations of Johann Sebastian Bach’s birth, Tortelier 
met Pablo Casals in the small town of Prades in southern France, where they both played at the annual summer festival (in 1951, exceptionally, the festival 
was held at Perpignan). In 1955, a tour of the US followed, during which Tortelier re-joined the Boston Symphony Orchestra – fifteen years later and now 
as a soloist. Around this time, after a concert in Israel, he spontaneously decided to live in a kibbutz: he was to stay there for a year together with his family. 
Following this sabbatical, he accepted a post at the Paris Conservatoire. Teaching would remain an important focus until the late 1970s; he also held posts 
at the Folkwang-Hochschule in Essen and the Nice Conservatoire. Later on, he continued to teach regularly, although no longer affiliated to any particular 
conservatoires. Whilst teaching a course in December 1990 at the Villarceaux estate in Chaussy, Val-d’Oise, he suffered a fatal heart attack, aged seventy-six.

Paul Tortelier was a very versatile musician and personality. Alongside his two main activities as cellist and teacher he was also a composer and arranger. 
Of the considerable number of works which once were regularly performed, the double concerto, written for himself and his wife, stands out. But he also 
wrote several other concertos, symphonic works, chamber music, including arrangements for himself to play in concerts and solo pieces for his instrument. 
The third piece of his Trois P’tits tours, Le Pitre [The buffoon], had been one of his most popular encores since the 1940s. During his year in the kibbutz, in 
1955-56, he wrote his Israel Symphony, and in 1960 he composed a “Peace Hymn”, dedicated to the UN. He also wrote books, an autobiography in dialogue 
form, and a didactic textbook. Around 1960 he constructed the “pique Tortelier”, his specially customised, bent endpin which enables the instrument to be 
played in a flatter position. Tortelier was convinced that this would benefit the cellist’s left hand and also improve the sound and the bowing technique. Mstislav 
Rostropovich (as well as other cellists) also used the “pique Tortelier”. Finally, Tortelier also appeared as a conductor, often alongside chamber orchestras 
whom he directed from the cello, even in purely symphonic repertoire. 

During that winter of 1947, the audience was astonished by this gaunt young man with his expressive, characteristic profile and inquiring, intense gaze emanating 
from his deep eye sockets. Later photos of him, showing his striking features and wild grey hair, suggest a firebrand whom some of his contemporaries compared 
to Jean Cocteau or Don Quixote. One week after the afore-mentioned chamber concert at the Haus des Rundfunks, Tortelier appeared at the Titania-Palast 
in Berlin-Steglitz in a concert with the Berlin Philharmonic under Sergiu Celibidache – another firebrand – performing one of the two Haydn cello concertos. 
Both the audience and the critics received the youthful French musician enthusiastically, which resulted in a re-invitation for the following year. In January 1948 
Tortelier performed Saint-Saëns’ first cello concerto together with the Radio Symphony Orchestra Berlin under Artur Rother, and to finish his week in Berlin, 
he gave a lecture recital with students at the Centre Culturel Français, today’s Maison de France on Kurfürstendamm. One year later, in February 1949, Tortelier 
delivered an enormous programme for his third Berlin appearance: alongside four concerts, including another performance with the Berlin Philharmonic and Sergiu 
Celibidache, this time playing Lalo’s cello concerto, his schedule also included five studio recordings commissioned by the RIAS (Radio in the American Sector, 
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Schumann’s Fantasie stücke, Op. 73, the solo cello sonata by Zoltán Kodály and Tortelier’s own Trois P’tits tours. This concert formed part of the RIAS-Studio-Konzerte 
im Amerika-Haus series and took place in the theatre hall, which was also called “Kleistsaal” (the building is in the Kleiststraße and today houses the Urania, an 
educational institution; the Amerika-Haus moved into new premises in the Hardenbergstraße in 1957). Until October 1951 the Kleistsaal was used not only as a 
concert venue but also as a big recording studio for the young RIAS, before the Siemens Villa in Berlin-Lankwitz and the Jesus-Christus-Kirche in Berlin-Dahlem 
were used on a temporary basis. At the RIAS-Studio-Kon zerte the audience were clearly asked to stifle any noises and refrain from applauding as these live record-
ings were catalogued as studio productions in the RIAS sound archives. The tapes indeed contain hardly any background noise, with the exception of the third 
movement of the Kodály solo sonata, where a cold-ridden Berliner apparently had been unable to restrain himself. Tortelier was therefore asked to play that 
third movement again the following day in Studio 6 of the RIAS broadcasting house, when he was scheduled to play the Brahms Cello Sonata in E minor, Op. 38. 

For reasons unknown, this represented the end of the first stage of Tortelier’s career in Berlin (one writer reports that for years illness prevented Tortelier 
from giving concerts). Although he played in the hall of the East Berlin finance ministry in 1955, Tortelier did not resume his regular performances in Berlin 
until 1962, when he appeared both in the Western and in the Eastern parts of the city. However, after 1970, when he played the Symphony-Concerto by Sergei 
Prokofiev with the Berlin Philharmonic and the first Shostakovich cello concerto with the Radio Symphony Orchestra Berlin, as well as – together with his 
children, Maria and Yan Pascal – the Beethoven Triple Concerto, his Berlin performances became increasingly scarce. He returned for one concert in 1983 
and another three in 1988-89. A final performance, advertised for April 1990, eight months before his death, ended up being cancelled.

Paul Tortelier’s musical aesthetics had diverse roots. Studying harmony and composition had imparted to him the fundamental significance of harmonic 
structures, the vertical dimension in music. Together with the linear element of counterpoint this formed, in his view, the basis for a meaningful musical 
flow. He also held on to the linguistic character of music: its function as a conveyor of messages of human persuasions, as an indispensable prerequisite for 
musical communication. In an interview Tortelier commented that musical modernism had disregarded the vertical dimension, which was why he rejected 
atonal music. The greatness of Bach, Wagner and Hindemith (as representatives of the eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth centuries respectively) was 
mainly due to the fact that in their music harmony, counterpoint and melody were perfectly balanced. According to Tortelier, there were laws in music that 
allowed a judgement pertaining to the objective value of a work, in contrast to the considerations (here, Tortelier referred to dodecaphony and presumably 
also other predeterminations of musical material) which ultimately were alien to music – an opinion which he shared with Ernest Ansermet. He considered 
his own compositions – which he justified in a radio interview of 1967 by saying that, in contrast to various other composers, he had studied composition – a 
counterbalance to atonal music and, at the same time, as the real modern music. As a performer, this meant striking a balance between the linear and vertical 
components of the score and achieving the greatest possible clarity. 

In the same radio interview Tortelier explained the characteristics of the French cello school, whose most prominent twentieth century representative was 
Pablo Casals. According to him, the “subtle, nervous” bow hand was an important characteristic of the French school. The audience only ever perceived the 
left hand, but that was only responsible for vibrato and pure intonation. The right hand was much more important – it was crucial for good playing, responsible 
for phrasing, articulation, dynamics and much more.
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marked up edition of the Bach cello suites in 1966 (which he revised in 1983). Far from any historicism, which virtually exploded during the early 1960s in the 
course of the original sound movement, it was his intention to reveal the essence of Bach’s music. His edition, to which he added an extensive preface, focuses 
on two aspects: phrasing and structuring the sections. In a central challenge regarding articulation he warns his fellow cellists: “Bach chopped up is no longer 
Bach.” The notes should be played legato, tied; the flow of the music should never be compromised. Tortelier specifies the length of the sections in figures; 
often longer than ten bars, they indicate the architecture of the movements. His interpretational approach becomes very clear in the Pre lude of Bach’s sixth 
solo suite in D major: he strictly adheres to the basic pulse and clearly marks the larger formal sections. Tortelier illuminates the movement’s architecture 
with the first climax in the bariolage passage in the middle of the movement (effectively a negative climax as it is in the subdominant key, a fifth lower than the 
beginning); at the same time, each bar is treated equally meticulously. The balance of Tortelier’s great attention to detail on the one hand, and maintaining the 
overall arc on the other, makes his interpretation a wonderful listening experience. Furthermore, Tortelier opts for a daringly slow tempo which he maintains 
even during the dynamic climax of the movement and which imparts on the music a great sense of calm and expanse. His espressivo results not so much from 
the use of stylistic devices such as vibrato, rubato or accelerando – rather, the intensity grows out of the natural flow. A clear sound, attention to detail and 
expressiveness are of prime importance in his musical understanding. His controlled use of vibrato and the rich spectrum of colours are endlessly fascinating. 
This clearly distinguishes Tortelier’s playing from the unbridled passion of his idol Casals; certain aspects of his aesthetics are surprisingly similar to those of 
his near-contemporary Herbert von Karajan, with whom, it appears, he never performed.

The recordings presented in this edition, and issued here for the first time, were made in 1949, 1962 and 1964 during Tortelier’s visits to Berlin and alongside 
the concerts he gave in the RIAS studios. The repertoire mirrors Tortelier’s chamber music repertoire in proportionate breadth, from Bach to the twentieth 
century. Alongside Bach, he especially loved French music of the fin-de-siècle. In Tortelier’s discography no other composers appear as frequently as Gabriel 
Fauré and Camille Saint-Saëns, and Fauré’s Papillon, a virtuosic moto perpetuo which is recorded here, was one of his favourite encores. And again and again, 
Tortelier took on the immense challenge of the 1915 solo sonata by Zoltán Kodály. With his austere and yet magnificent work Kodály had no doubt intended 
to tie in with the Bach solo suites – in the same way as his fellow countryman Béla Bartók, thirty years later, with his sonata for solo violin continued the 
concept of the Bach sonatas and partitas for solo violin. Three works in this edition are available for the first time on CD in Paul Tortelier’s interpretations: 
Robert Schumann’s Fantasiestücke, Op. 73, Alfredo Casella’s cello sonata in C major and Tortelier’s own Trois P’tits tours (of which, until now, only the third 
piece, Le Pitre, has been available). The radio recordings, all of which are released for the first time, were made at a time of political turmoil, and mirror not 
only Paul Tortelier’s chosen repertoire, but also present a great cellist at the peak of his art.

           Rüdiger Albrecht
           Translation: Viola Scheffel



   HD-DOWNLOADS
  available at audite.de‹‹

recording:
studio recording, mono
recording producer:
Salomon (1949) / Hartung (1962) / Hermann Reuschel (1964)
recording engineer:
Heinz Opitz (February 1949 / 1964)
Siegbert Bienert (September 1949) / Alfred Steinke (1962)

 Eine Aufnahme von RIAS Berlin (lizenziert durch Deutschlandradio)
recording:
P 1949-1964 Deutschlandradio
research:
Rüdiger Albrecht
remastering:
Ludger Böckenhoff, 2020

  The historical publications at audite are based, without exception, on the original 
tapes from broadcasting archives. In general these are the original analogue tapes, 
which attain an astonishingly high quality, even measured by today’s standards, with 
their tape speed of up to 76 cm/sec. The remastering – professionally competent and 
sensitively applied – also uncovers previously hidden details of the interpretations. 

Thus, a sound of superior quality results. Publications based on private recordings from broadcasts 
cannot be compared with these.

rights:
audite claims all rights arising from copyright law and competition law in relation to research, compila-
tion and re-mastering of the original audio tapes, as well as the publication of these takes. Violations 
will be prosecuted. 
We have made every attempt to clear rights for all material presented here. Should you nonetheless 
believe that we have accidentally infringed your rights, please let us know at your earliest conveni-
ence. We will endeavour to resolve any issues immediately.
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